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[1] Satellites can be damaged by high energy charged particles in the Earth’s radiation belts and during
solar energetic particle (SEP) events. Here we review the growing reliance on satellite services, new
vulnerabilities to space weather, and previous events that have led to loss of service. We describe a new
European system to forecast the radiation belts up to 3 h ahead, which has three unique features: first, it
uses physics-based models, which include wave-particle interactions; second, it provides a forecast for
the whole outer radiation belt including geostationary, medium, and slot region orbits; third, it is a truly
international effort including Europe, United States, and Japan. During the 8–9 March 2012 storm and
SEP event, the models were able to forecast the>800 keV electron flux to within a factor of 2 initially, and
later to within a factor of 10 of the GOES data. Although ACE and GOES data became unreliable during
the SEP event, the system continued forecasting without interruption using ground-based
magnetometers. A forecast of the 24 h electron fluence>2MeV is used to provide a risk index for satellite
operators. We show that including wave-particle interactions for L* > 6.5 improves the agreement with
GOES data substantially and that a fast inward motion of the magnetopause to L* < 8 is related to rapid
loss of relativistic electrons at geostationary orbit. Thus, we suggest that better wave-particle models and
better coupling between the solar wind and the models of the magnetopause and radiation belts should
lead to better forecasting.
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1. Introduction
[2] As of May 2012, there are 994 operational satellites on
orbit of which 419 are in geosynchronous orbit (GEO), 69
in medium earth orbit (MEO), 35 in elliptical orbit, and 471
in low earth orbit (LEO) [SIA, 2012]. This represents a large
growth in the satellite industry since 2002 when the number
of satellites at GEO was approximately 200 [The Futron
Corporation, 2002] (for an illustration of satellite orbits in
relation to the Earth, see Figure 1). Today satellites are used-
for many different applications, including communications,
global navigation, positioning, meteorology, Earth observa-
tion, science, technology, security, and defense. In 2011, the
total revenue from the space industry as a whole was US
$289.8 billion, and the largest sector was satellite
telecommunications at US$177.3 billion. Approximately
381 satellites (38%) are used for commercial communica-
tions and the largest consumer revenue is for satellite TV
(US$88.6 billion) followed by satellite radio (US$3.0 billion)
and broadband (US$1.2 billion) [SIA, 2012]. These industry
statistics show the importance of the space industry to
modern economies and our reliance on satellite services.
That reliance is also growing in unexpected ways and
is producing vulnerable dependencies, for example,
automated high frequency trading now accounts for more
than 60% of equity trading on the London and New York
stock markets and uses GPS signals to timestamp transac-
tions with millisecond to microsecond time resolution
[The Economist, 25 Feb, 2012].
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[3] Over the last 10 years, there have been several devel-
opments that have increased the vulnerability of satellites
to space weather, particularly high energy charged particles.
Radiation-hardened components have become increasingly
difficult to obtain, and so there has been increased use of
commercial off the shelf components in satellite design
(http://www.sstl.co.uk/About-SSTL/SSTL-Approach), which
may be more susceptible to radiation damage. Similarly,
electronic components have become more susceptible to
radiation damage as a result of miniaturization, and higher
solar array operating power may increase the risk of damage
from spacecraft-plasma interactions. These developments
have been offset by better design, duplication of circuits with
error correction techniques, and more sophisticated engi-
neering models, but these advances have yet to be tested in
a major geomagnetic storm or solar energetic particle (SEP)
event which can last for several days.
[4] Over the last few years, there has been an extended
period of solar minimum, which has led to a relatively
benign space environment, but solar activity is now
increasing and the number of sunspots is expected to
reach a maximum some time in 2013. More importantly,
the number of geomagnetic storms triggered by solar
activity tends to peak some 2 years after the peak in the
sunspot cycle and, based on results from the last solar
cycle, will generally pose a much harsher and dynamic
radiation environment than we have experienced over
the last 5 or 6 years. More than 110 satellites have been
launched since 2004 with new design and new technol-
ogy, and thus there are a significant number of satellites
that have never encountered conditions associated with
solar maximum. The next several years or so following
solar maximum will provide an important test of the
new design and mitigation measures.
[5] More generally, the prospect of another severe space
weather event, as big as the 1859 Carrington event [e.g.,
Tsurutani et al., 2003], has raised concern at government
level. Like volcanoes and tsunamis, severe space weather
is a low probability but high impact event. The loss of
revenue from satellite services alone, from an event three
times bigger than the Carrington event, has been estimated
to be as high as US$30 billion [Odenwald and Green, 2007],
and this is without considering the impact on the financial
and other industries that rely on satellite services or other
societal effects [NAS, 2008; Cannon et al., 2013]. Severe
space weather, corresponding to a 1 in a 100 year event,
is now on the UKNational Risk Register of Civil Emergen-
cies [Cabinet Office, 2012] and warrants further study of all
areas of space weather.
1.1. Space Weather Effects on Satellites
[6] Space weather can affect satellites in several different
ways. Solar EUV and Joule heating during geomagnetic
storms heat the atmosphere and increase drag on satellites
in low Earth orbit and can cause uncontrolled reentry.
However, at higher orbits, the most important space
weather danger is from high energy charged particles
[Hastings and Garrett, 1996]. Cosmic rays and SEPs can
penetrate electronic components causing single event
effects [e.g., Koons and Fennell, 2006]. They cause ionization
in insulating layers, which can lead to leakage currents;
increase noise and additional power consumption, which
can corrupt memory circuits and in some cases, unless
action is taken, cause burnout and component failure. In
many cases, fault-tolerant software and duplicate circuits
can correct these errors, but a major SEP event can cause
a challenging environment with many malfunctions in a
short space of time.
Figure 1. Different types of satellite orbits in relation to the Earth and the Earth’s radiation
belts. Most telecommunications satellites are in GEO, GNSS satellites such as Galileo and
GPS are in MEO, and the international space station is in low Earth orbit (LEO). The slot
region lies between the inner and outer radiation belts.
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[7] SEP events also cause displacement damage in elec-
tronic components, whereby atoms are knocked out of the
crystal lattice leading to defects, charge trapping, and re-
duced gain in transistors. This is particularly important for
solar arrays and leads to a degradation of solar array power
over the lifetime of the satellite. For example, solar array
power may degrade by 1%–2% per year depending on the
type of solar cells [Brekke, 2004], whereas one large SEP
event can cause 2% power loss [Odenwald and Green, 2007]
in modern GaAs/Ge solar arrays. The total ionizing dose
from all space radiation, electrons, and ions also affects the
efficiency of surface materials such as solar array coatings,
thermal control, and electronic components especially
charged coupled devices. Total ionizing dose affects compo-
nents from the surface to deep inside the spacecraft, and
thus particles with a broad energy range from a few electron
volts to several million electron volts (MEV) are a concern.
[8] High energy (MeV) electrons in the Earth’s radiation
belts pose an important risk of internal satellite charging
[Frederickson, 1996; Wrenn, 1995; Gubby and Evans, 2002].
Radiation belt electrons can penetrate the outer skin of
the spacecraft and accumulate in insulating materials such
as cables and ungrounded conductors and cause internal
electrostatic charging. Internal electrostatic charging can
give rise to very high electric fields which, if they exceed
the break-down field of the dielectric, can cause
an electrostatic discharge (ESD), resulting in permanent
damage to the dielectric, component failure, phantom
commands causing uncontrolled behavior of the spacecraft
[Wrenn et al., 2002], and other undesirable effects. By 1996,
more than 20 satellites had been damaged by internal ESD
[Wrenn and Smith, 1996], and more recent research shows
that there is a statistically significant correlation between
satellite anomalies and elevated daily electron fluence >2
MeV at geostationary orbit [Iucci et al., 2005]. It is also impor-
tant to note that even if an ESD is not triggered during a
major storm the time constant for the charge to decay may
be years, depending on the dielectric material [Bodeau,
2010; Fennell et al., 2010], and thus the spacecraft may be
susceptible to a subsequent but smaller space weather
event. Radiation-hardened components and shielding sen-
sitive components with aluminum are often used to protect
against internal charging, but this can be expensive because
of the addedmass and increased launch costs and thus there
is always a cost balance tradeoff.
[9] Surface charging is another important risk for satel-
lites [Hastings and Garrett, 1996; Lanzerotti et al., 1998a;
Koons and Fennell, 2006]. In sunlight, the satellite potential
may float positive due to a net balance of currents between
the satellite and the plasma due to the primary incident
electrons and ions, backscattered and secondary emitted
particles, and photoelectron emission. A sheath forms
around the spacecraft which can be distorted by electric
fields, satellite motion through the plasma and thruster
firings. Substorms inject large clouds of medium energy
(~ 10–20 keV) electrons, which are much more energetic
than the ambient thermal electrons at geostationary
orbit. The substorm-injected electrons disturb the current
balance and charge the satellite surfaces to a large nega-
tive potential. As only half the spacecraft can be in sunlight
and different materials have different photoelectron emis-
sion properties, components can charge to different poten-
tials, as high as 10 kV. Again, if the electric field exceeds the
breakdown field of the surface material, either along the
surface or through the material to the spacecraft frame, an
ESD can occur and cause damage to surface materials and
the underlying components. Making the satellite surfaces
electrically conducting is one possible mitigation, but this
is not always possible. Typically, most satellite anomalies
due to surface charging at geostationary orbit occur at night
and early dawn [Fennell et al., 2001; Gubby and Evans, 2002;
O’Brien, 2009], which coincides with the most probable
region for substorm injection and electron drift toward
dawn under the influence of magnetospheric electric fields.
1.2. Satellite Anomalies and Loss of Service
[10] The number of satellites that have been affected by
space weather is very difficult to assess. However, there are
several well-known examples that illustrate the importance
of space weather. For example, on 20 January 1994, Intelsat
K, Anik E1, and Anik E2 suffered anomalies resulting in
the loss of attitude control. Intelsat K and Anik E1 were
recovered after a few hours, but Anik E2 was only recovered
after 6months. One hundred thousand customers had to
repoint their satellite dishes. The anomalies occurred during
a period of enhanced relativistic (>2MeV) electron flux
[Baker, 2001], and the most likely cause was identified as an
ESD due to internal charging by radiation belt electrons.
[11] On 11 January 1997, Telstar 401 suffered an abrupt
telemetry and communications failure resulting in a total
loss. The anomaly was traced to an ESD that occurred
during a space weather event associated with the passage
of a magnetic cloud past the Earth’s magnetosphere
[Lanzerotti et al., 1998b].
[12] On 19 May 1998, Galaxy IV suffered an anomaly that
caused the satellite to rotate and lose fixed orientation, and
the backup system also failed. The satellite was unable to
maintain a stable Earth communications link and was lost
from useful service, affecting 30 million customers or more
relying on telephones, pagers, and other communications
devices [Baker et al., 1998]. The anomaly occurred during
the highest electron enhancement in 1997–1998, which
suggested that internal charging was the likely cause of
an ESD [Baker, 2001]. However, it was shown years later
that after similar component failures on other satellites of
the same type that the loss of Galaxy IV was unlikely to
be due to space weather [Bodeau, 2007]. The key issue here
was and is the need for environmental data.
[13] Between 23 October and 6 November 2003, 47 satel-
lites reported malfunctions, and the Midori 2 (also known
as ADEOS) scientific satellite costing US$640m was a total
loss [Webb and Allen, 2004]. More than 10 satellites were out
of action for more than 1day. These anomalies occurred
during the so-called Halloween storm, where there were
very large changes in the radiation belts and where an SEP
event took place at the same time.
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[14] On 5 April 2010, Galaxy 15 suffered an anomaly and
would not respond to ground control [Allen, 2012]. The
satellite drifted around geostationary orbit, and several
other satellites had to take evasive action to avoid transmis-
sion interference. In this case, there was also a risk of
collision at GEO. The satellite ran out of power and was
brought back under control in January 2011. Although
solar activity was low, the anomaly occurred during a
large magnetic storm at the Earth [Ferguson et al., 2011;
Denig et al., 2011].
[15] There are also examples of more recent events. For
example, on 7 March 2012, the Sky Terra 1 satellite
reported problems resulting in loss of service for a
few days [http://www.flightglobal.com/blogs/hyperbola/
2012/03/spaceway-3-temporarily-knocked.html]. In this
case, there was only a moderate geomagnetic storm, but
magnetometers at Halley research station in the Antarctic
and satellites in geostationary orbit indicated multiple
substorms and plasma injections, which are known to
cause surface charging. Spaceway 3 and GOES 15 also
reported outages in March 2012 for a few hours and a
few days, respectively, indicating that anomalies are still
an important issue.
[16] It is very difficult to determine whether space
weather is responsible for a satellite anomaly. In some
cases, this may be due to the lack of availability of
housekeeping telemetry as a result of the anomaly, the
lack of adequate information on the space environment,
or the difficulty of assessing cause and effect remotely.
There is also the question as to why one spacecraft
might suffer an anomaly while many others of the same
basic design continue operating successfully [Lanzerotti
et al., 1998b; Bodeau, 2007]. This could be due to differ-
ences in the final specification put forward by the
purchaser as well as the fact the risk of space weather
damage varies considerably with magnetic local time
[e.g., O’Brien, 2009] as well as by orbit type. By the same
token, it is very difficult to rule out space weather as the
cause, particularly for orbits where there are no in situ
measurements, or if measurements are only available
at magnetic local times many hours different to that of
the problem spacecraft.
[17] Data on satellite anomalies is commercially sensi-
tive due to the large sums of money involved in the con-
struction and operation of satellites in a very competitive
industry. For example, a modern telecommunications
satellite may cost around US$250 million to build and
carry up to 100 transponders. Satellite operators lease
the transponders for typically US$2million per transpon-
der per year for a design life of 15 years. As a result, data
on satellite anomalies are confidential and very difficult
to obtain for scientific analysis for the fear that a compet-
itor may take advantage. This makes it very difficult to
make the case for basic research that will ultimately
support the industry. What is clear from the above analy-
sis is that satellite anomalies still result in loss of services
and in some cases total satellite loss and thus remain an
important issue.
1.3. Benefits of a Forecasting System
[18] While better design can help protect satellites, test
facilities cannot fully replicate the space environment,
and unexpected environmental sensitivities still occur that
can cause anomalies. Therefore, some measure of forecast-
ing and warning of the space radiation environment is
highly desirable. A reliable forecasting system has several
benefits. First, for satellite operators and satellite design
and construction companies, a forecasting system that
includesmeasurements and dynamicmodeling should help
identify the cause of an anomaly rapidly via the reconstruc-
tion the space environment during the event, particularly
for locations where there are no measurements. Second,
for satellite operators, it provides situation awareness that
can be used to raise the alertness level of operators on the
ground to deal with any potential problems, and given
enough warning, to have more staff available. Third, it
enables satellite operators to take action to mitigate the risk
of service interruptions, for example, by switching off
nonessential systems, by rescheduling orbit maneuvers
and software upgrades, and by ensuring spare capacity is
immediately available to reroute communications traffic.
Space insurance companies, who insure approximately 176
satellites at GEO [Kunstadter, 2012], may also benefit as
satellite operators are required to take all reasonable
precautions to protect their assets.
[19] The purpose of this article is to introduce a new
system to forecast the Earth’s dynamic radiation belts,
which has been developed as part of the SPACECAST
project under the European Union Framework 7 program
[www.fp7-spacecast.eu]. The system utilizes scientific and
operational data from ground and space, state-of-the-art
research models, and a distributed system of information
and modeling centers that provides robustness. The
system is automatic, is updated every hour, and runs 24h
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. The system has three
unique features. First, it uses physics-based models, which
include wave-particle interactions to provide the forecasts.
Second, it provides a forecast for the whole of the outer
electron radiation belt, including geostationary orbit
where most commercial satellites operate; MEO where
the global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) operate
such as GPS (USA), Galileo (Europe), GLONASS (Russia),
and Compass (China); and the slot region between the
inner and the outer radiation belts, where the radiation
environment is usually benign but can increase rapidly
during storms and where the number of satellites is
expected to grow (Figure 1). Third, it is a truly interna-
tional effort, using data from U.S. satellites, geomagnetic
indices from Europe and Japan, a network of European
radiation belt forecasting models, and a database system
developed by the European Space Agency.
2. SPACECAST Forecasting System
[20] The concept behind the SPACECAST forecasting
system is that data collected by the ACE spacecraft at the
L1 position (some 1.5 106 km from the Earth toward the
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Sun) could be used to drive forecasting models. For a
typical solar wind velocity of 400 kms1, it takes about
60min for the solar wind to travel from L1 to the Earth’s
magnetopause. However, the travel time can be much
shorter during fast solar wind streams (~30min) and shorter
still for coronal mass ejections (CMEs) as the fastest CME
speed can be in excess of 2000kms1 [Cliver et al., 1990].
Because the solar wind drives the magnetosphere and the
magnetosphere drives the radiation belts, data from the L1
position provides some advanced information to predict
how the radiation belts will respond. Actually, the timescale
to forecast ahead reliably is more complicated than this
simple calculation, as discussed below.
[21] There is one key factor in using the ACE data for
forecasting as opposed to remote observations of CMEs,
which might give a longer lead time. ACE measures the
polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field and thus the
efficiency of energy coupling into the geomagnetic field via
magnetic reconnection, particle transport via convection
and inductive electric fields inside the magnetosphere, and
the likelihood of substorms and full scale geomagnetic
storms. These processes affect the source, transport, acceler-
ation, and loss of radiation belt electrons. Thus, the ACE
data increase the reliability of the radiation belt forecasts
and reduces the possibility of false alarms.
[22] Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the data collection
and flow within the forecasting system. Here, we concen-
trate on the high energy electron forecasts only; nowcasts
for the low energy (~10keV) electron and SEP events will
be described in another publication. Data from six different
sites are accessed and downloaded to a central server hosted
in Belgium. In all these data, flow operations data are
requested and downloaded at times when it is required; it
is not sent at a fixed time. This enables a more robust
system. The Swedish Institute of Space Physics, Lund, uses
ACE data to forecast the Kp index (http://rwc.lund.irf.se/
rwc/kp/index.php). This forecast of Kp is used by SPACE-
CAST to drive the forecasting models. Forecasts of other
indices, such as AE and the polar cap index, are being inves-
tigated and may provide a better driver for the models, but
these have not yet been implemented. Occasionally, the Kp
forecast is not available in which case an estimated Kp index
is obtained from the British Geological Survey (BGS) and
used to drive the models. This provides some measure of
resilience to the system. Other supporting data, which are
not used to make the forecasts, are also accessed and
displayed on our Web site, including the quick look Dst
index from the Regional Warning Centre, Kyoto, Japan;
the solar wind velocity and magnetic field from the ACE
SWEPAM and MAG instruments; the high energy electron
data from the GOES and POES satellites from the National
Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration; and the magne-
tometer data from theHalley Research Station inAntarctica.
These supporting data, such as the electron integral flux
at GEO from the primary GOES satellite (currently
GOES 13), provide a valuable cross check on the forecasts
Figure 2. Illustration of the SPACECAST forecasting system. Data are collected from several
different satellite and ground-based data centers, merged and processed into a central data-
base. The processed data are then collected by different modeling centers and used to run
two independent models to forecast the high energy electron radiation belt flux. Forecasting
results are collected by the central server and processed to provide the Web displays for sev-
eral types of users. The process works automatically.
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and by bringing them together into one display helps inter-
pretation. The Kp index is also accessed from an archive at
the Helmholz Centre, Potsdam, Germany, and Dst index
from the archive at the National Geophysical Data Centre,
Boulder, USA.
[23] The real-time data are accessed and processed every
hour and made available for the models. For the high
energy radiation belts, the data are accessed by modeling
centers at the British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, UK,
and the French Aerospace Laboratory (ONERA), Toulouse,
France. A modeling center at the Finish Meteorological
Institute, Helsinki, Finland, is concentrating on the lower-
energy electrons, which will be described elsewhere.
Because Kp is a 3h index, the forecast of Kp enables the
models to provide a forecast of the radiation belts up to 3
h ahead. However, as the forecast of Kp is updated every
hour, the time resolution is much better than 3 h. In effect,
we provide a 3 h forecast updated every hour.
[24] The results of the model runs are accessed centrally
by the data server. The results are combined with the
supporting data and presented on the Web page as multi-
panel plots (see Figure 3) and movies, one for each model.
These plots are available for the general public (www.fp7-
spacecast.eu). SPACECAST also calculates a risk index to
indicate the risk of internal satellite charging for satellites
at geostationary orbit, MEO representative of that used
Figure 3. Forecasting results for the 8 and 9March 2012. From top to bottom, (a) the>800 keV
electron flux color coded as a function of L* and time. The white line shows the location of the
GOES 13 satellite, (b) the model results at the location of GOES (red crosses), and the GOES
measurements (pink diamonds), (c) the z component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF
Bz) and solar wind velocity from ACE, (d) the provisional Dst index and the solar wind speed
from ACE, and (e) the Kp index. The 3h forecast is to the right of the vertical line in Figures 3a
and 3b. An additional 3 h data have been added to the bottom panels.
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by the GNSS satellites and the slot region. The risk index
is based on a calculation of the 24 h electron fluence >2
MeV. More details are given in the following section.
3. Radiation Belt Models
[25] At the heart of the forecasting system are the two
radiation belt forecasting models. These forecasting mod-
els have been adapted from research models: the British
Antarctic Survey (BAS) radiation belt model and the
Salammbô model at ONERA [Beutier and Boscher, 1995;
Varotsou et al., 2005, 2008]. Both models are based on a diffu-
sion equation (given in Appendix A), but they are com-
pletely independent. Transforming these research models
into forecasting models raises new challenges. For example,
in research studies, the boundary conditions can usually be
obtained from satellite data after the event and one can
simulate the whole radiation belts to examine the physics.
However, there are no observations to set the boundary con-
ditions for forecasting, and indeed the object is to forecast
the electronflux ahead of time. In the SPACECAST forecast-
ing system, we use a forecast of the Kp index to drive the
models. The diffusion coefficients used in the models
are scaled by the Kp index and the phase space density f at
the outer boundaries varies according to the value of Kp, as
described in the following paragraphs. This defines the
whole simulation domain.
[26] In the SPACECAST system, only the outer electron
radiation belt and the slot region are included in the
models. Although the inner belt is very important for
satellites in LEO, there are relatively few observations com-
pared with the outer belt, and the outer belt is much more
dynamic. The inner belt will be addressed at a later date.
[27] In outline, the models solve a diffusion equation to
find the evolution of the electron phase space density f
(a, E, L*, t) as a function of pitch angle a, energy E, L*, and
time. The phase space density is then converted into the
differential J (E,a) and integral JI (E> E0, a) electron flux
for comparison with satellite data. The models include
several physical processes, including electron pitch angle
and energy diffusion due to wave-particle interactions,
radial transport across the magnetic field due to ultra low
frequency (ULF) waves, and Coulomb collisions with
atmospheric gases. Wave-particle interactions can both
accelerate electrons to relativistic energies, which increases
the radiation belts [Horne and Thorne, 1998; Summers et al.,
1998; Horne et al., 2005a, 2005b;Horne, 2007] and cause losses
into the atmosphere which depletes the radiation belts
[Lyons and Thorne, 1973; Meredith et al., 2009], depending on
the solar wind driver. A model for whistler mode chorus
waves, which are very important for electron acceleration,
is used here where the waves cover the region outside the
plasmapause out to L*=6.5 and extend along the magnetic
field lines from the equator up to 30 in latitude [Meredith
et al., 2003]. The 30 chorus model has been used in a previ-
ous global modeling study [Albert et al., 2009] and a
15chorus models in other studies [Varotsou et al., 2005,
2008; Fok et al., 2008]. Inside the plasmasphere, the BAS
model uses a model for plasmaspheric hiss, whereas the
Salammbô model uses the model based on Abel and
Thorne [1998]. The radial diffusion model is the same as
that used by Brautigam and Albert [2000], except that the
electrostatic radial diffusion coefficient for 90 pitch angle
is applied to all pitch angles.
[28] The models use a coordinate system that is based on
the three adiabatic invariants associated with electron
cyclotron motion around the magnetic field, bounce
motion along the magnetic field between mirror points in
the northern and southern hemisphere, and drift motion
around the Earth. This enables the models to take advan-
tage of the conservation laws associated with the adiabatic
invariants and thus reduce computation. In practice, the
equations are solved on two computer grids, one for radial
diffusion at constant first and second invariants and the
other on an orthogonal grid for equatorial pitch angle and
energy diffusion at constant L* for a dipole field. This
ensures the appropriate conservation [e.g. Shprits et al.,
2009]. The computations are transformed between the two
grids every half time step. The simulation domain is a
rectangular box where for the BAS model, the L* range is
from 2 to 6.5 (1–8 for Salammbô) and the equatorial pitch
angle range is from 0 to 90 (2–90 for Salammbô). For
the BAS model, the first invariant m range is from 10 to
36,000MeV/Gauss, which corresponds to electron energies
between 11keV and 6MeV at L* = 6.5, and energies between
300keV and 37MeV at L* = 2. For the Salammbô model, m is
from 0.16 to 48,000MeV/Gauss, corresponding to energies
between 98eV and 5.0MeV at L* = 8 and energies between
48keV and 123MeV at L* = 1.
[29] In the BAS model, the boundary conditions are set so
that the gradient in the equatorial pitch angle distribution is
zero at 0 and 90, and f=0 at the high energy boundary for
all L* and a. At the low energy boundary and at the inner and
outer L* boundaries, f varies with Kp, where the value of f at
each L* was determined from the average electron phase
space density measured by the CRRES satellite over the
whole mission lifetime for different levels of Kp. For the
Salammbô model f=0 at a=2, the gradient in equatorial
pitch angle is zero at 90, and f=0 at the inner L* boundary
for all a is constant along the lower m boundary for all L*
and varies with Kp at the outer L
* boundary.
[30] The electron data used to set the boundary condi-
tions were first transformed into dipole coordinates
(L*) using the International Radiation Belt Environment
Modeling library software (www.irbem.sf.net) using the
IGRF field and the Olsen-Pfitzer quiet time field model.
The Olsen-Pfitzer model was chosen as it has been shown
to be a good average external magnetic field model when
compared with measurements [Friedel et al., 2005] and
has recently been adopted by the Panel for Radiation Belt
Environment Modelling for improving space radiation
models. This transformation takes into account the nondi-
pole features of the geomagnetic field. The transformation
works best on the dayside of the Earth but can still lead
to large uncertainties on the nightside [e.g., Green and
Kivelson, 2004] and during large geomagnetic storms.
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The GOES satellite data at GEO are not used in the fore-
casting but are used to verify the model results and there-
fore are also transformed into L*.
[31] Both research models have been tested against
radiation belt variations measured by the CRRES satellite.
They show that radial diffusion alone cannot account for
electron flux variations observed in the outer radiation belt
and that whistler mode chorus waves are very effective in
providing electron acceleration in the heart of the outer
radiation belt [Varotsou et al., 2005, 2008]. When radial dif-
fusion is combined with chorus wave acceleration, there is
much better agreement between the models and the obser-
vations. Similar results have also been found by various
modeling studies [Shprits et al., 2006a, 2006b; Fok et al.,
2008; Albert et al., 2009; Varotsou et al., 2005, 2008; Su et al.,
2010].
4. The Storm of 8–9 March 2012
[32] Figure 3 shows an example of modeling the high
energy electron radiation belts for the period 08:15 on the
8 March 2012 to 14:15 UT on the 9 March 2012. The top
panel shows the >800keV integrated electron flux obtained
from the models, color coded, as a function of time and L*.
The models were initialized at the beginning at 08:15 by
taking the average value of Kp for the 3 days before the start
of the simulation and run to a steady state solution. The
models were then run for 27h according to the time series
of Kp. The first 24h used the measured values of Kp, while
the final 3h used the forecast value of Kp. Thus, the forecast
(08:15–11:15 UTC) is shown to the right of the vertical line.
The white line in the top panel shows the location of the
GOES 13 satellite in L* coordinates. Although GOES 13 is
at geostationary orbit, as the satellite moves in MLT, the
magnetic field strength changes due to the nondipole
components of the Earth’s magnetic field, with higher
magnetic field strength usually on the dayside of the Earth.
Once the orbit is transformed into L*, the orbit appears as
a curved arc where the region of lowest L* corresponds to
GOES being on the dayside. Under quiet conditions, the
electron flux at GEO is usually higher on the dayside as
the outer radiation belt extends to larger radial distance
due to conservation of the third adiabatic invariant.
[33] During the simulation, the electron flux near L* = 4
increased by more than an order of magnitude due to a
combination of chorus wave electron acceleration and
inward radial diffusion. Note that the simulation did not
show a large increase in electron flux near geostationary
orbit. This may be partly due to our choice of outer bound-
ary conditions, although the flux at the outer boundary
increases with Kp in our model, and partly due to the
nature of the acceleration process. The simulation showed
that the GNSS-type orbits were more at risk from the
increase in electron flux than GEO. The Kp and the Dst
indices (fifth panel), which are often used to measure the
strength of the geomagnetic storm, reached Kp> 8 on 9
March 2012 and Dst –133 nT (fourth panel), both indicat-
ing a strong geomagnetic storm [Loewe and Prolss, 1997].
Before this, on 7 March 2012, there was a moderate storm
with –50>Dst> –100 nT.
[34] The second panel shows the integral electron flux
measured by GOES 13 compared with that obtained from
the model. The 3 h forecast is given to the right of the black
vertical line at 08:15. The model is able to reproduce the
data to within a factor of 2 for a period of about 10 h from
the beginning of the event. After about 23:15, there are large
variations in the measured electron flux, which are not
captured in the model, but the model is able to reproduce
the data to within a factor of 10.
[35] The third panel shows the data obtained from the
ACE spacecraft. The IMF Bz had large negative excursions,
particularly after 23:15, indicating energy transfer into
the magnetosphere. This is also reflected in the gradual
decrease in the Dst index, which indicates plasma injection
toward the Earth and buildup of the ring current, and the
increase in Kp, which indicates enhanced disturbances in
the geomagnetic field. The solar wind velocity is almost
constant, which appears unphysical, and suggests that the
satellite instrument could not measure the bulk velocity
accurately at this time. Thus, we have made no attempt to
shift the solar wind data by the delay time between the L1
and the magnetopause. The problem with the solar wind
velocity also suggests that the dynamic solar wind pressure,
calculated from rv2 where r is the solar wind density (fourth
panel), is unreliable.
[36] The Swedish Institute of Space Physics, Lund, use
ACE data to forecast the Kp index, and thus the problems
with the measurement of the solar wind velocity
suggest that their forecast is unreliable. In this example,
the SPACECAST system continued forecasting without
interruption by using the estimated Kp provided by the
BGS. The estimated Kp is constructed from ground-based
magnetometers and is thus more robust but provides a
shorter warning period of up to approximately 2h. How-
ever, the fact that the SPACECAST system continued to
operate automatically through this event illustrates the
robustness of the system.
[37] Figure 4 shows the same event but for a higher
energy of >2MeV. Again, there is substantial increase
in the integral flux near L* = 4 and a gradual increase at
lower L* 3 as the slot region starts to fill. However, in
the second panel, there is a considerable difference
between the model forecast at the location of GOES
(red) and GOES measurements (pink). Other GOES data
(not shown) revealed a large increase in the >10MeV
proton flux beginning around 03:00 UTC on 7 March,
which exceeded the preexisting level by three orders of
magnitude on 8 March 2012 and remained very high
until well after the 11 March 2012. These data indicate
that an SEP event took place as the same time as the
geomagnetic storm. The guidance provided by the U.S.
Space Weather Prediction Center states that GOES >2
MeV electron data can be unreliable during an SEP
event as energetic protons can contaminate the electron
measurements. The second panel in Figure 4 shows the
ratio of the GOES >2MeV flux to the >10MeV proton
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flux. This ratio is close to 1.0 and shows that the proton
and electron flux varied in a very similar way which
indeed suggests that the electron flux measurements are
contaminated and unreliable. Note that by reference to
Figure 3, the >800keV electron flux does not show the
same variability, suggesting that the >800 electron flux is
relatively clean.
[38] Since the >2MeV electron flux was contaminated
with protons during this event, and much higher than it
should be, any attempt to issue warnings using these data
could lead to a false alarm. In contrast, the SPACECAST
system of forecasts continued throughout the event, and
the models which are not contaminated offer an opportu-
nity to guard against false alarms. However, we caution
that this study was for one event, many more studies
are required to improve the forecasts for different types
of events.
5. Effects of Wave-Particle Interactions
[39] The effects of wave-particle interactions on the
radiation belts inside geostationary orbit have been
demonstrated in several scientific studies [Shprits et al.,
2006a, 2006b; Fok et al., 2008; Albert et al., 2009; Varotsou
et al., 2005, 2008; Su et al., 2010]. However, the importance
of wave-particle interactions outside geostationary orbit
has not really been considered. To address this point,
Figure 5 shows the results of the BAS model for the whole
ofMarch 2012where the outer boundary has been extended
to L* = 8 and the variation of the flux at the outer boundary
with Kp is the same as before but where no wave-particle
interactions are included between L* = 6.5 and 8. In this case,
the model is driven by the measured value of Kp, not the
forecast of Kp, and so it is not a forecasting run but instead
provides a test of the model against data. The most striking
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 except for >2MeV integral electron flux. The second panel also
includes the ratio of the GOES >2MeV electron flux to the >10MeV proton flux.
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feature is the increase in the electron flux on 8 and 9 March
2012 described previously (note the change in color scale).
The slot region between the inner and outer radiation belts
L* = 2–3 was filled during this event and took many days to
decay toward the end of themonth. The second panel shows
that there is better agreement between the model and
the GOES data during the initial part of the month, up
until the 8th and 9th, when geomagnetic conditions were
relatively quiet; and excepting the period from 7 to 12March
2012 when the GOES data were contaminated by the SEP
event, there is reasonable agreement between 12 and 14
March 2012. However, after 14March, the model underesti-
mates the electron flux by up to two orders of magnitude.
After 14March, theDst index indicates that there were some
weak and moderate storms, for example, on 15 and 16
March, but there were no significant SEP events after 12
March. In fact, the GOES measured flux was up to two
orders of magnitude higher than the forecast for a period
of a few days after 10 and 14 March and was higher for a
period of up to 5days after 17March. These periods of higher
flux tend to follow periods of higher solar wind velocity, as
shown in the third panel, but delayed by 1 or 2days.
[40] Fast solar wind streams have been closely associated
with increases in the relativistic electron flux [Paulikas and
Blake, 1979; Baker et al., 1997; Iles et al., 2002; Miyoshi et al.,
2004], but the mechanism by which they increase the radia-
tion belt flux is unclear. Some studies have suggested that
the fast solar wind flow along the outer boundary of the
magnetopause excites ULFwaves via Kelvin-Helmholz–type
interaction and that these ULF waves propagate inside the
magnetosphere and drive increased radial diffusion toward
the Earth and hence electron acceleration. Of course, if the
gradient in electron phase space density is inward, then this
mechanism transports electrons away from the Earth and
depletes the radiation belts. Other studies suggest that
Alfvénic fluctuations in the fast solar wind drive substorms
Figure 5. Results for the whole month of March, but without wave-particle interactions
between L* = 6.5–8. The second panel also includes the location of the magnetopause calcu-
lated from the Shue model (in green).
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and convective electric fields that transport ~ keV energy
electrons toward the Earth and excite whistler mode chorus
waves. The chorus waves then accelerate a fraction of the
electron population to enhance the radiation belts [Horne,
2007]. The models here provide a means of at least
partially testing these ideas and improving predictions.
[41] In Figure 6, we have repeated the runs, but now
wave-particle interactions due to chorus waves are also
included between L*= 6.5 and 8. The waves were included
by simply extrapolating the wave properties to larger L*.
Radial diffusion is included in both the runs shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The most notable change is the increased
variability in the electron flux at and beyond geostationary
orbit. The second panel shows that there is a much better
agreement with the GOES data after 10 and 14 March
and that the model tends to track better the GOES data
after 17 March but does not increase as quickly as the
GOES measured flux. These results suggest that wave-
particle interactions from geostationary orbit out to at least
L* = 8 are a very important process and suggest that they
can improve the forecasting substantially. At present, we
have very little data on wave-particle interactions beyond
geostationary orbit, but new wave models are being devel-
oped [e.g., Meredith et al., 2012].
6. Solar Wind, Magnetopause, and Radiation
Belt Coupling
[42] It is interesting to note that there is a rapid drop in
the GOES flux on the 22 March that is not captured in
the modeling (Figures 5 and 6). Rapid flux dropouts like
this are a subject of much debate. It has been suggested
that these dropouts are due to losses by electromagnetic
ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves [Thorne, 2010], although there
does not appear to be much supporting evidence for the
precipitating electron flux in low altitude satellite measure-
ments [Horne et al., 2009;Meredith et al., 2011]. Alternatively,
flux dropouts could be due to outward radial transport and
losses at the magnetopause [Shprits et al., 2006a, 2006b].
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but with wave-particle interactions between L* = 6.5–8.
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[43] Using the model of Shue et al. [1997, 1998] to calcu-
late the location of the magnetopause, the green curve in
the second panel shows that the rapid flux dropout on
the 22 March occurred just after the solar wind pushed
the magnetopause in to L* < 8. Similarly, the flux dropouts
on the 11th and 15th also occurred after the magnetopause
penetrated to L* < 8. This suggests that the magnetopause
played an important role in the rapid electron flux
dropout. We note that the magnetopause also reached L*
< 8 on 7 March and that there was a rapid drop in flux,
but the flux did not remain low as in the other cases. It
appears that the locations of the magnetopause, or other
possible magnetic field reconfigurations, play an impor-
tant but complicated role in radiation belt dynamics.
Because EMIC wave are not included in our model, and
because we do not yet include the effects of the magneto-
pause on radial diffusion and loss, we cannot determine
which of these processes is most important. However,
modeling suggests that including the effects of the
magnetopause on radial transport and loss, or more
generally, better coupling between the solar wind, and
models of the magnetopause and the radiation belts, is
likely to improve forecasting.
7. Satellite Risk Index
[44] Although the multipanel plots shown in Figures 3
and 4 are very instructive for scientific work, they are
complicated and are not the most appropriate for use
by satellite operators and service providers. The SWPC
issues alerts when the >2MeV electron flux at GOES
exceeds 103 particle flux units (cm2 s1 sr1) for more
than three consecutive 5 min periods. However, after
discussion with satellite operators, we have chosen to
provide a much simpler forecast in terms of a satellite
risk index for internal charging. To set a general level
of risk is very difficult since satellites have many
differences in design, components, shielding, and opera-
tional procedures, and some may be more susceptible
to the radiation environment than others. In the
SPACECAST project, the risk is set according to past
experience when an anomaly occurred repeatedly on a
telecommunications satellite at geostationary orbit. The
anomaly was an unwanted phantom command caused
by internal ESD. A statistical analysis showed that the
anomaly was caused by the accumulation of charge
inside electronic components caused by high energy
electrons >2MeV, and that it occurred when the electron
fluence greater than 2MeV exceeded 109 cm2 sr1 during
a 2-day period [Wrenn and Smith, 1996; Wrenn et al.,
2002]. Internal charging requires time for the charge to
accumulate to dangerous levels. Thus, setting the risk
after 1 day rather than 2days provides some level of
advanced warning and time for operators monitor the
environment for the next 24 h. We have therefore set
our risk index for geostationary orbit according to the
electron fluence greater than 2 MeV for a 24 h period
for the following criteria
High risk fluence ≥5 108cm2sr1
Medium risk 5  107≤ fluence < 5 108cm2sr1
Low risk fluence < 5 107cm2sr1
(1)
[45] The electron fluence is calculated from the previous
21 h and the forecast for the next 3 h. The fluence and the
risk index are updated every hour to provide high time
resolution.
[46] The risk index is intended to provide a general
guide for all satellites. However, if a satellite is particularly
sensitive to anomalies at a different fluence level, then the
risk index could be scaled up or down according to the
fluence at which the anomalies occur. The daily electron
fluence is also a convenient quantity since it is used in
internal charging tools such as DICTAT [http://space-
env.esa.int/index.php/dictat.html] to calculate internal
charging of different types of material behind different
thicknesses of aluminum shielding [Rodgers et al., 1998].
[47] As we have shown above, the radiation belt electron
flux often drops rapidly at the beginning of a geomagnetic
storm and then increases above the prestorm level for a
period of 1–2 days. Not all storms increase the electron flux
at geostationary orbit [Reeves et al., 2003], but instead the
location of the peak radiation belt flux can move to lower
L*. For example, the peak electron flux moved to L*< 3 in
the 2003 Halloween storm [Baker et al., 2004; Horne et al.,
2005a], and simulations suggest the same behavior for an
extreme space weather event [Shprits et al., 2011]. Since
the risk of internal charging is closely related to the
electron fluence, the SPACECAST system provides a risk
index for internal spacecraft charging for three orbit types,
GEO, MEO, and the slot region, to include the risk from
extreme events.
[48] Figure 7 shows an example of the fluence for geosta-
tionary orbit for the 8 March 2012 event described earlier.
The fluence obtained from the model, and the forecast of
fluence (to the right of the vertical line), are both below
the low-risk level and are thus colored green. The fluence
obtained from the GOES satellite is an order of magnitude
larger than that from the model, but during the period
shown, the GOES data were contaminated by the SEP
event and thus the data are unreliable. In contrast, Figure 8
shows that the fluence exceeded the high-risk level for
MEO and the system forecast a high risk of internal
charging (colored red). This forecast must be taken with
some caution asmost satellites inMEOhavemore shielding
than those at GEO, and therefore the risk levels may be
different. However, there is currently very little information
to set the risk level for MEO, and so for now, we adopt the
same risk levels. For lower MEO orbits, corresponding to
the slot region, Figure 9 shows that the fluence was initially
low as expected for this relatively benign region but started
to increase after 09:15 UT, indicating that the slot region was
starting to fill due to a mixture of inward electron transport
and acceleration due to wave-particle interactions. This is
more clearly evident at later times in Figures 5 and 6.
Particle injections into the slot region are well known
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[Thorne et al., 2007] and are likely to be an important risk
factor for new satellites designed to utilize this orbit.
8. Timescale for Forecasting
[49] Satellite operators would like to have a warning
about space weather about a day or so ahead so that they
can plan mitigating action. In general, reliable warnings on
this timescale are not possible at present due to the need
to measure the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field,
which can only be performed by spacecraft such as ACE in
the solar wind. However, the forecasting timescale is
more complicated than it first appears, and there can be
conditions where a warning is possible on a timescale
longer than 3h.
[50] For cases where solar wind speed and IMF Bz are
fluctuating, and the IMF Bz does not have large negative
excursions, it takes approximately 4 h for information
about changes in the solar wind to be transferred to
plasma sheet electrons, at energies of typically 1–30 keV,
at geostationary orbit [Borovsky et al., 1998]. The observed
timescale to accelerate electrons up to MeV energies is
typically 1–2 days [Baker et al., 1994], which may take place
via whistler mode chorus wave acceleration [e.g., Horne
et al., 2005a, 2005b], inward radial diffusion driven by
ULF waves [Elkington et al., 1999;Mann et al., 2004], or some
other process such as acceleration by magnetosonic waves
[Horne et al., 2007]. These time delays are in addition to the
~60min time delay between the solar wind flowing from
L1 to the magnetopause and help to make our 3 h forecasts
more reliable than they might appear at first. The type of
events where these conditions are more likely to apply
are the fast solar wind streams emanating from coronal
holes and which are associated with corotating interaction
regions in the solar wind. These events drive long periods
of turbulent solar wind where the IMF Bz fluctuates around
zero rather than having large negative excursions [Tsurutani
et al., 2006], and yet they are particularly effective in
increasing the radiation belt electron flux [Horne et al.,
2006]. It is thought that the fluctuating solar wind drives
substorm activity lasting for days [Tsurutani and Gonzalez,
1987] and appears to be a key factor for increasing the
electron radiation belts.
[51] On the other hand, for cases where the solar wind
changes rapidly, on a timescale less than an hour or so,
our forecasts are likely to be less reliable. These type of
events are likely to include a fast CME, which pushes the
magnetopause inside geostationary orbit or where the IMF
Bz changes rapidly and acquires a large southward compo-
nent that triggers a large geomagnetic storm. However, a
Figure 8. Top: the 24 h electron fluence >2MeV for
MEO. The 3 h forecast is to the right of the vertical line
and the following 3h forecast has been added. Bottom:
the Kp index.
Figure 9. Top: the 24 h electron fluence >2MeV for
MEO in the slot region. The 3 h forecast is to the right
of the vertical line and the following 3 h forecast has
been added. Bottom: the Kp index.
Figure 7. Top: the 24 h electron fluence >2MeV for
geostationary orbit. The fluence calculated from GOES
13 is shown by the diamonds and the model by the solid
color fill. The 3 h forecast is to the right of the vertical
line and the following 3 h forecast has been added.
Bottom: the Kp index.
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fast CME compression and or a large storm usually lead to a
rapid reduction in the MeV electron flux, or dropout, for a
period of a few hours at the start of the storm. After the
initial dropout, the flux tends to increase for a period of
1–2 days. At present, our models cannot deal with these
types of events, but since high rather than low electron
flux is more important for internal charging, this omission
is probably not critical. It may be more important for
surface charging.
[52] Our model cannot forecast changes associated with
a very fast CME or interplanetary shock such as the one
which occurred in March 1991 and which formed a new
radiation belt within 2 min [Blake et al., 1992]. It is doubtful
whether any system can do this at present. This type of
event requires inclusion of other physical processes such
as electron acceleration by an electric field pulse as a result
of rapid compression of the geomagnetic field on a time-
scale less than the electron drift period [e.g., Li et al.,
1993; Hudson et al., 1997].
9. Discussion
[53] The 7–9 March 2012, geomagnetic storms and SEP
event are examples where space weather affected the very
satellites that are used to predict and monitor space
weather. These were not severe storms, but they provided
an important test of the SPACECAST forecasting system.
As the ACE and GOES satellite data became unreliable,
the forecasting system was able to continue without
interruption by using a nowcast of Kp from ground-based
magnetometers. Several warnings were given by SWPC
and other solar scientists about the CME and impending
geomagnetic storm, and these were widely reported in
the press. It is very important to guard against false
alarms and develop a graduated system of warnings
bearing in mind that we cannot predict the severity of
the geomagnetic storm until we can measure the polarity
of the interplanetary magnetic field. At present, this
means measurement at the L1 position.
[54] During the events on 7–9 March, Sky Terra 1
reported problems including an outage of up to 24h [http://
www.flightglobal.com/blogs/hyperbola/2012/03/spaceway-
3-temporarily-knocked.html]. Throughout the event, the
SPACECAST system continued to forecast low risk of
internal charging byMeV electrons at geostationary orbit,
but other ground and satellite data provide evidence of
significant substorm activity and plasma injections, which
can cause surface charging. On 13 and 22 March, Space-
way 3 and GOES 15 also reported outages of a few hours
and a few days, respectively. The actual cause of the
anomalies has yet to be determined.
[55] The results from the two high energy radiation belt
forecasting models sometimes pose a difficulty in that they
can give different results. As each model is totally indepen-
dent the differencesmay be due to the assumptions used for
the physical processes in each model, the methods of
solving the underlying equations, although the codes
have been tested successfully for numerical stability, and
differences in the way the boundary conditions are imple-
mented. It is not always easy to show which model is the
best. For example, one model may perform better for one
set of geomagnetic conditions, whereas another may be
better for other conditions. In the SPACECAST project, we
have adopted a policy of only making one forecast, and
thus we select the results considered to be the best for a
particular set of conditions.
[56] We consider the use of two independent models a
strength. Independent computer programs are commonly
used in aircraft systems to ensure safety and reliability. We
have adopted the same principle for our space weather
forecasting. Only by comparing the results of each model
against data for different conditions can we improve our
understanding of the physics and evolve the models
to make better forecasts. We expect the model results to
converge as we improve them.
[57] The forecasting method presented here is based on
physics-based models. It is also possible to forecast using
other types of models such as empirical models [e.g., Li
et al., 2001] and neural networks. These other types of
model depend on the amount of data used to “train” them
and can do a very good job of providing a reliable forecast
where persistence is very strong. The advantage of
physics-based models is that they are able to respond to
themore unusual events and possiblymore extreme events,
provided the physical processes are understood and
captured correctly. They can also reproduce the space envi-
ronmentwithmore confidence for orbits where there is little
or no data. Meteorology shows that physics-based models
now perform exceptionally well in terrestrial weather fore-
casting where the skill score is typically 80% of the perfect
forecast [Lynch, 2008]. Thus, there is reason to believe that
with more research, physics-based models can make more
impact in space weather forecasting.
[58] There are several areas where our current radiation
belt modeling can be improved. First, there are still very
large uncertainties over wave-particle interactions and the
conditions where they increase or decrease the radiation
belt electron flux. We require more information on the
different types of waves, such as chorus, plasmaspheric hiss,
magnetosonic waves and EMIC waves, and for each wave
type, more information on the frequency spectrum, the
propagation direction, the latitude distribution, the mag-
netic local time and radial distribution of the waves, and
how these properties change with geomagnetic activity.
We have also used quasilinear theory to represent these
waves in our model, but in reality these waves can be highly
nonlinear and a theory that can take the microphysics of
nonlinear wave-particle interactions and apply it on a global
scale is required, a major challenge. Similar information is
required on ULF waves, which drive electron transport
across the geomagnetic field, particularly themagnetic local
time dependence of the power spectra and the relative
contributions of the toroidal and poloidal wavefields. A
second major area of uncertainty is the coupling between
the solar wind, magnetopause, and radiation belts that
results in the rapid loss of electrons, shock-type acceleration
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events, and distorted geomagnetic fields. Models that can
couple upstream to the solar wind would be better placed
to give longer forecasting times. A third major area is the
inclusion of lower-energy electrons and ions and their
magnetic local time dependence. Including the injection of
~1–100keV electrons and ions via convective and inductive
electric fields and via associated substorm events would pro-
vide a better source population for forecasting the higher-
energy electrons, and the development of the ring current
which would enable adiabatic and non adiabatic effects to
be included self consistently. The list is not exhaustive.
10. Summary and Conclusions
[59] We present here the first European-led system to
forecast the high energy electron radiation belts using
physics-based models as part of the SPACECAST project.
The system uses a forecast of the Kp index to drive two
independent models, one in the UK and one in France,
to forecast the high energy (>300 keV) electron flux
throughout the outer radiation belt for a period of up to
3 h ahead. The system has three unique features. First, it
uses physics-based models, which include wave-particle
interactions to provide the forecasts. This is the first time
wave-particle interactions and radial diffusion have been
combined to produce preoperational forecasts. Second, it
provides a forecast for the whole of the outer radiation
belt, including geostationary orbit where most commercial
satellites operate, MEO where most GNSS operate, such as
GPS (USA), Galileo (Europe), GLONASS (Russia), and
Compass (China), and the slot region between the inner
and the outer radiation belts where the radiation environ-
ment is usually benign, but can increase rapidly during
storms, and where the number of satellites is expected to
grow. Third, the SPACECAST system is a truly international
effort and uses data from U.S. satellites, geomagnetic
indices from Europe and Japan, and a network of European
forecasting and computer models.
[60] To help satellite operators interpret the results, the
forecasts are presented in the form of a risk index for inter-
nal satellite charging based on the 24 h electron fluence >2
MeV. The forecasts are updated every hour, and the sys-
tem has run automatically since November 2011 with only
one service interruption as of August 2012. An important
test of the system was the 7–9 March 2012 geomagnetic
storm, where solar wind velocity data from the ACE space-
craft became unreliable due to an SEP event and the >2
MeV electron flux measured by GOES was contaminated
with protons. The forecasting system continued without
interruption by using a nowcast of the Kp index derived
from ground-based magnetometers provided by the
BGS. The forecasting system was able to forecast the elec-
tron flux to within a factor of 2 during the initial part of the
storm, and to within a factor of 10 during the later part of
the storm. However, we caution that this was for one
event, many more studies are required to improve the
forecasts for different types of events. This is the subject
of future work.
[61] Modeling shows that including wave-particle inter-
actions in the outer part of the radiation belt, between
L* = 6.5 and 8, results in a much better agreement between
the models and the >800 keV and >2MeV electron flux at
geostationary orbit. Thus, including wave-particle interac-
tions beyond geostationary orbit is likely to improve fore-
casting significantly.
[62] Modeling also shows that an inward motion of the
magnetospause to lower L* is closely associated with rapid
dropouts in the relativistic electron flux at geostationary
orbit. The dropouts are observed although the magneto-
pause may not actually reach geostationary orbit but
comes to within 1–2 Re of it. It is not yet possible to deter-
mine whether this is due to outward transport and loss at
the magnetopause [Shprits et al., 2006a, 2006b] or whether
the magnetopause excites other types of wave-particle
interactions such as EMIC waves that cause the loss [e.g.,
Thorne, 2010]. However, better coupling between the solar
wind and the models of the magnetopause and the radia-
tion belts is likely to improve forecasting significantly.
[63] Space weather forecasting using physics-based
models is at a very early stage. To develop better quantita-
tive forecasting and even nowcasting, much more work is
required to develop better initial conditions and boundary
conditions, to develop better models of wave-particle
interactions which better capture the wave characteristics,
plasma density models which affect loss and acceleration,
better models of ULF waves which drive high energy elec-
tron transport, electric field models that transport the low
energy seed electrons, and better magnetic fields models,
which are coupled to the ring current and the solar wind.
This is a formidable challenge, but with new satellites such
as the NASA Van Allen probes mission, there is every
prospect of making substantial progress with physics-
based models over the next few years, following the exam-
ple of terrestrial weather forecasting.
Appendix A
[64] The two radiation belt models calculate the evolu-
tion of the electron phase space density in the radiation
belts from a diffusion equation given by Schulz and Lanzer-







































G ¼ T aeq
 
sin2aeq Eþ E0ð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E Eþ 2E0ð Þ
p
(A2)
f(J1, J2,J,3,t) is the bounce and drift averaged distribution
function, E and E0 are the electron energy and rest mass
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energy, aeq is the equatorial pitch angle, L is McIlwain’s L
shell parameter (R=LRecos
2lm, where lm is the magnetic
latitude and Re is the Earth’s radius = 6370 km) and tb is
the electron bounce period. The derivatives with respect
to L are for fixed J1 and J2, whereas the derivatives with
respect to aeq and E are for fixed L. For a dipole field, a
very good approximation to T(aeq) is [Schulz and Lanzerotti,
p19, 1974]
T aeq
  ¼ 1:3802 0:3198 sinaeq þ sin12aeq  (A3)
[65] The first four terms on the right-hand side of
equation A1 represent diffusion in pitch angle and energy
due to wave-particle interactions, the fifth term represents
transport across the magnetic field as a result of radial
diffusion driven by ULF waves, and the last term repre-
sents losses into the atmosphere for particles that are
diffused into the loss cone. The timescales for loss is half
the electron bounce period and is energy dependent. The
diffusion coefficients are for pitch angle Daeqaeq , energy DEE
mixed pitch angle-energy DaeqE , and radial diffusion DLL
and are scaled according to Kp. At present, the Salambô
model includes the cross terms but the BASmodel does not.
[66] More details of the models are given by Varotsou
et al. [2005, 2008].
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